Probabilities of various final states are determined numerically for a number of β − -decaying light atoms. In our evaluations of the final state probabilities we have used the highly accurate atomic wave functions constructed for each few-electron atom/ion. We also discuss an experimental possibility to observe negatively charged ions which form during the nuclear β + -decays. High order corrections to the results obtained for β ± -decays in few-electron atoms with the use of sudden approximation are considered. PACS number(s): 36.10. Dr, 13.35.Bv and 14.60.Ef 
I. INTRODUCTION
In this study we consider atomic excitations which arise during the nuclear β − decay in light few-electron atoms. Our main goal is to determine numerically the corresponding final state probabilities, or, in other words, the absolute probabilities of formation of the final system(s) in certain bound and/or unbound states which arise after the nuclear β − decay in light few-electron atoms. A basic theoretical analysis of atomic excitations during the nuclear β − decay has been performed in our earlier works [1] and [2] . In this study we will not repeat all steps and arguments from those works. Instead, below we shall bring our attention to some new problems which have not been solved in earlier studies. Note only that our analysis and computations of atomic excitations are based on the sudden approximation [3] , [4] . In turn, the sudden approximation follows from the well known experimental fact that is the fine structure constant,h is the reduced Planck constant, m e is the electron mass (at rest), a 0 is the Bohr radius, c is the speed of light in vacuum and τ a =h/(e 4 m e ) ≈ 2.418884 · 10 −17 sec is the atomic time. For internal atomic/electron shells one also finds that τ β ≪ τ a , since the passing time τ β for β − electron decreases with the radius of the electron shell.
The general equation of the β − decay can be written in the form Q → (Q + 1)
where Q is the nuclear charge of the incident nucleus, while e − and ν are the emitted (fast) electron and neutrino, respectively. The emitted electron is usually very fast and its Lorentz γ−factor (γ = E/m e c 2 ) is bounded between 2 and 15 -18. In all actual cases, the nuclear β − decay proceeds in many-electron atoms/ions, rather than in bare nuclei. The arising atomic system with the nuclear charge (Q + 1) + is also many-electron ion (or atom). Our main goal in this study is to determine the final state probabilities for this newly arising atomic system.
Suppose that the incident atom was in one of its bound states, e.g., in the A-state. The final ion is formed in one of its states (bound or unbound), e.g., in the B-state. The aim of theoretical analysis of nuclear β ± decays in atomic systems is to evaluate the corresponding transition amplitude A AB =| A | B | and final state probability
This problem has attracted a significant theoretical attention (see, e.g., [1] , [5] , [6] , [7] ), since various β − decaying nuclei are of great interest in various applications to modern technology, scientific research, nuclear medicine, etc. For instance, the β − decaying isotope 131 I
(so-called 'radioiodine') is extensively used in nuclear medicine both diagnostically and therapeutically. Examples of its use in radiation therapy include the treatment of thyrotoxicosis and thyroid cancer. Diagnostic tests exploit the mechanism of absorption of iodine by the normal cells of the thyroid gland. Iodine-131 can be used to destroy thyroid cells theraputically. Other β − decaying isotopes of iodine are used (mainly as a radioactive labels) in modern biology, physical and organic chemistry [8] .
Another well known β − decaying isotope is strontium-90. It finds extensive use in medicine and industry, as a radioactive source for thickness gauges and for superficial of some cancers. Controlled amounts of 90 Sr and can be used in treatment of bone cancer. The radioactive decay of strontium-90 generates significant amount of heat. Strontium fluoride of strontium-90 ( 90 SrF 2 ) is widely used as a heat source in many remote thermoelectric generators, since it is much cheaper and less dangerous than the alternative source based on 238 Pu. Strontium-90 is also used as a radioactive tracer in medicine and agriculture.
The isotope 90 Sr can be found in significant amount in spent nuclear fuel and in radioactive waste from nuclear reactors and in nuclear fallout from nuclear tests. It is interesting to note that the fission product yield of 90 Sr sharply depends upon the type of explosive nuclear (fission) device. Relatively large output of 90 Sr in the nuclear fallout is a strong indication that the original nuclear explosive device was made from uranium-233 (or uranium-235), rather than from plutonium-239. Advanced nuclear explosive devices which contain sub- Analogous computations for the β + decays in atoms are even more complicated. In particular, it is very hard to determine the final state probabilities accurately, if a negatively charged ion is formed in the result of the atomic β + decay. In such cases one needs to use highly accurate methods which are specifically designed for accurate computations of the negatively charged ions. In this study we have developed such a method, and this allows us to determine the final state probabilities in those cases when negatively charged ions are formed after the nuclear β + decays in some few-electron atoms and ions. The probabilities to form bound negatively charged ions which are computed below have never been determined in earlier studies. Another interesting problem which has never been discussed is the emission of the fast secondary electrons during nuclear β ± decays in many-electron atoms and molecules.
The present work has the following structure. In the next Section we discuss a few numerical methods which are used to determine the bound state wave functions of the incident and final states in few-electron atoms and ions. Section III contains a brief discussion of the final state probabilities computed for some β − decaying light atoms. Here we consider the He, Li and Be atoms. Our present analysis is extensive and it includes a few excited states in each of the final ion. In Section IV we determine the 'ground state to ground state'
and 'excited state to ground state' transition probabilities for the β + decay in some light atoms. The final atomic system in this case is a negatively charged ion. Emission of the fast, secondary electron (or δ−electrons) during the nuclear β ± decay in atoms are considered in Section V. The concluding remarks can be found in the last Section.
II. METHOD
Let us assume that we have an N−electron atom which is described by its bound state
, where H 0 is the atomic Hamiltonian (see, e.g., [9] ), E i is the corresponding eigenvalue (or total energy, for short) and Ψ i is the eigenfunction of the incident bound state which has a finite norm, i.e. | Ψ i | 2 = 1. Consider now a sudden change of the Hamiltonian of atomic system. By sudden change we mean that the change in the original Hamiltonian H 0 occurs in a time which is very short compared with the periods of (atomic) transitions from the given state i to other states. The electron density distribution and the corresponding wave function cannot change for such a short time and remain the same as before perturbation. This means that after such a process we find the new atomic system with the new Hamiltonian H f , but with the old electron density distribution.
Such an electron density distribution is described by the old wave function Ψ i . The new
Hamiltonian H f has a complete system of eigenfunctions, i.e.
f . Therefore, at the final stage of the process we have only states with the wave functions Φ 
where the coefficients A k can be considered as the transition (probability) amplitudes. The corresponding probabilities p k =| A k | 2 determine the probability to detect the final system in its state Φ
f , if the initial state of the system was described by the wave function Ψ i . Note that the system of notations used here correspond to the case of the discrete spectra in both the incident and final atomic systems. In general, the expansion
f must contain different parts which represent the discrete and continuous spectra, respectively. Thus, to determine the probability amplitudes A k we need to compute the overlap integrals between two N−electron wave functions Ψ i and Φ states with the same L and S quantum numbers. This means the conservation of the angular momentum L and total electron spin S during the nuclear β − decay in many-electron atoms.
In addition to these two quantum numbers the spatial parity of the incident wave function is also conserved.
The conservation of the angular (electron) momentum L and total electron spin S of the atom during the nuclear β − decay follows directly from the perturbation theory. In fact, these conservation rules are not fundamental, i.e. they are obeyed only in the lowest order approximations upon α = , where α is the fine structure constant. It can be shown that in higher order approximations upon α the L and S quantum numbers do not conserve (see discussion in Section V below). The leading correction to the non-relativistic results (i.e. to the final state probabilities) is ≈ α 2 (αQ) 2 , where Q is the electric nuclear charge (in atomic units). In light atoms such a correction is very small ≈ α 4 and can be ignored. In heavy atoms with Q ≈ 100 the overall contribution of this correction is substantially larger, but these atoms are not considered in this work.
A. Variational wave functions
Numerical evaluations of the overlap integral, Eq.(2), require the knowledge of highly accurate wave functions of the incident and final atomic systems. To determine such wave functions for the ground and excited states of different atoms and ions in this work we perform extensive calculations of few-electron atomic systems. Then, by using our accurate wave functions we determine the corresponding transition amplitudes and the final state probabilities. This is the second step of our procedure. In this Section we discuss the methods used to construct highly accurate wave functions of few-electron atoms and ions.
In general, the wave functions of the excited states which have the same symmetry as the ground state can be found as the solutions of the corresponding eigenvalue problem. In this study we also use the basis of radial functions constructed from Slater orbitals.
To perform numerical computations of few-electron atoms and ions in this study we apply the Hylleraas-Configuration Interaction method (Hy-CI) and the Configuration Interaction method (CI) with Slater orbitals. Both these methods are included in our package of computer codes. The Hy-CI method, introduced by Sims and Hagstrom [10, 11] , combines the use of orbitals with higher angular momentum (as in regular CI procedure) and inclusion of the interelectronic distance r ij into the wave function (as for Hylleraas-type trial wave functions). The Hy-CI and CI wave functions for an n-electron systems are defined as:
where Φ k are symmetry adapted configurations, N is the number of configurations and the constants C k are determined variationally. The operatorÔ(L 2 ) projects over the proper spatial space, so that every configuration is eigenfunction of the square of the angular momentum operatorL 2 .Â is the n-particle antisymmetrization operator, and χ is the spin eigenfunction:
where for even electron systems the last α spin function is omitted. The spatial part of the basis functions are Hartree products of Slater orbitals: 
where P m l (cos θ) are the associated Legendre functions. The integrals occurring in our calculation are up to four-electron integrals in the Hy-CI method and two-electron integrals in the CI method. Expressions for all these integrals are given in Refs. [13] [14] [15] . The calculation of the overlap between the wave functions of bound states require only the usual two-and three-electron integrals.
Currently, the non-relativistic total energy of the ground state of helium atom is known to very high accuracy (up to 40 decimal digits) [16] . Many excited S-, P -, D-, F -, etc, states in two-electron helium atom have also been computed to high numerical accuracy (see, e.g., [17] [18] [19] ). The ground 1 1 S-state of the helium-like Li + ion (or ∞ Li + ion) has been determined to high accuracy [20, 21] , while the 2 1 S, . . . , 7 1 S states in the Li + ion are known to significantly less accuracy [22] [23] [24] . Highly accurate calculations of the excited S-states in the Li + ion higher than 7 1 S have never been performed. The total energies of different bound n 1 S−states in the Li + ion are shown in Table I . In calculations of the overlap, which involve the wave functions of the He atom and Li + ion, we have used the wave functions for atom and ion with the same number of terms. The orbital exponents of different states were always different. In fact, the orbital exponents of every excited state have been optimized at several stages and used for the larger basis (for more detail, see Table II ). The optimal values of exponents are shown in Table II Note that our resulting wave functions derived after optimization are not orthogonalized.
Therefore the overlaps between configurations must be determined. In turn, this problem is reduced to numerical calculation of the overlap integrals. The symmetry adapted configurations have been constructed for S-symmetry as s (1)
Using the short notation, e.g.,
we can write the symmetry adapted configurations pp, dd and f f in the form:
In Table II we also show the convergence of the energy with respect to several truncated wave function expansions. The exponents used in every calculation are given explicitly for each state. It was observed that for the determination of higher excited states the diffuse functions are needed and the wave functions expansions become larger. The total energies of the first four excited states can be determined to the accuracy which is better than ±1 · 10
a.u. However, such an accuracy rapidly decreases for the highly excited states. Table III ). The values converge adequately and the overlaps rapidly decrease for higher excited state.
For four-electron atomic systems we optimize the orbital exponents using a small basis n = 4 (this means [4s3p2d1f ]), and use those exponents in larger calculations with n = 5, 6.
The configurations are grouped in blocks for a given n and according to the type (i.e. ssss, sspp, ppss, spps, . . .). Then the blocks of configurations have been filtered with a threshold of average single configuration contribution of ≈ 1 · 10 −4 . All blocks of configurations with small contribution to the total energy have been eliminated after being tested. This could not produce any substantial lost in the total energy. In reality, the corresponding error was ≤ 1 · 10 −3 a.u. In addition, all configurations in our calculations have been ordered according to their orbitals: s-, p-, d-, and f -orbitals, and within these groups by approximately energetic order.
As the ground state of the Be atom is also a 1 S-state, the configurations can be constructed combining the two-electron symmetry adapted configurations of Eq. (8) . Resulting configurations are: ssss, sspp, spps, ppss, pppp, ssdd, sdds, ddss, sppd, dpps, sdpp, ppdd, pddp, ddpp, ssf f , ddf f , f f f f . A set of two exponents (double occupancy of the shells) has been used. With this restriction, the configurations showed above represent all possible cases that can be formed. Nevertheless, the configurations ddf f, f f f f have been eliminated because their contributions were less than the threshold. An additional configuration type of S-symmetry sppd and its permutations dpps and sdpp contribute considerably to the energy calculations on four-electron systems, but not in three-electron ones, where they contribute
. This configuration is somehow more complex:
Table IV contains the probability amplitude and final state probability for the β + -decay of the four-electron Be atom into four-electron Li − ion. In this case in numerical calculation of the overlap we follow the same method of calculation used above for two-electron systems.
However, for four-electron atomic systems no Hy-CI terms have been included. We are planning to include such terms in future studies. Since the computed CI energies are known to the accuracy ±1 · 10 −3 a.u., then we restrict here our calculations to the lowest three 
III. RESULTS FOR β − DECAYING LIGHT ATOMS
As we mentioned above in this study we consider the β − decays in a number of fewelectron atoms He, Li, and Be. In all our calculations we assume that before the nuclear β − decay each of the atoms was in its ground state (except calculations shown in Table   V ). Furthermore, the probability of direct electron ionization during β − decay was assumed to be small. Its contribution is essentially ignored in this study. Numerical evaluation of the corresponding small correction can be found in Section V below. Briefly, this means that all ions which are formed after the nuclear β − decay contain the same number of electrons as the original atoms. In other words, all final state probabilities can be determined with the use of Eq. (2) where the overlap integral contains two N−electron wave functions.
For instance, the nuclear β − decay of the He atom produces the two-electron Li + ion.
If the incident He atom was in its ground 1 1 S(L = 0)−state, then, in respect with the conservation rules formulated above, the final two-electron Li + ion will be in one of its bound n 1 S(L = 0)−states, where n = 1, 2, 3, . . ., or in an unbound state. In this study
we consider the bound n 1 S(L = 0)−states in the Li + ion up to n = 8. The transition amplitudes A g→n and corresponding probabilities p g→n =| A g→n | 2 for the nuclear β − decay of the He atom can be found in Table I. Table I Note that there are a few simple rules which must be obeyed, in principle, for any distribution of the final state probabilities p g→n obtained in numerical calculations. For simplicity, let us restrict ourselves to the cases when all final states are also bound and each of these states is labeled with the integer quantum number n(n ≥ 0). This quantum number n is often called the 'excitation number' and/or 'index of excitation'. The value n = 0 corresponds to the ground state in few-electron atom, i.e. n = g. The first rule for probability distribution is simple and states that the numerical values of such probabilities rapidly decrease, if the excitation number n increases, i.e. it must be p g→n > p g→(n+1) for an arbitrary n (n ≥ 0). In reality this inequality is even stronger, i.e. p g→(n+1) ≪ p g→n . In some actual calculations one can find an opposite inequality for the final state probabilities. Usually, it is directly related with very slow convergence rate(s) for the wave functions of the incident and final atomic systems. Numerical values of these final state probabilities cannot be used in actual applications. They must be improved in future calculations with better convergent basis sets. The only expectation from this rule can be found in those cases, when the ground state wave function of the incident system and the trial wave function of one of the excited states of the final ion are almost orthogonal to each other. The final state probability is a very small value for such an excited state. In many cases, it is directly follows from an additional symmetry of the basis functions used to construct the variational wave functions.
The second rule states that the sum of all partial probabilities must converge to the value which exceeds ≈ 0.75 (if the initial system was a neutral atom), but always less than unity.
In fact, the difference
is the total probability of electron ionization (from the ground state g) during the nuclear β − decay in a neutral atom. Ionization means that after β − −decay the total number of bound electrons decreases by unity. It is clear that the sum in Eq.(10) must be infinite, i.e.
N max = ∞. In actual computations, however, there is a problem of slow convergence for the wave functions of highly excited bound states. This means that in actual cases the sum Eq.(10) is usually finite. The actual maximal value of N, in N max , in Eq. (10) is determined by the first rule mentioned above, i.e. in the sum, Eq.(10), we can use only those bound states for which the inequality p g→n > p g→(n+1) is obeyed. The approximate value of P ion determined for the nuclear β − decay in the He atom with the use of our results from Table   I is P ion ≈ 0.108. In other words, the one-electron Li 2+ ions are formed in ≈ 10.8 % of all β − decays of the He atoms. In actual experimental conditions these ions can be observed in the β − decays of the 6 He atoms. The half-life of the 6 He atom against such a β − decay is ≈ 0.82 sec.
In general, the method described above can be used to determine the total probability of ionization during the nuclear β − decay in any neutral atom. It is very simple and has many advantages in comparison with the so-called 'direct' methods. In these direct methods the wave functions of the out-going electron and double-charged final ion must be explicitly Table II where various transition amplitudes and transition probabilities are determined with the different number(s) of basis functions.
As follows from Table II our method provides a very good convergence rate for the ground and low-excited n 1 S(L = 0)−states in the Li + ion. For the excited n 1 S(L = 0)−states with n ≥ 6 the overall convergence rate drops drastically. In such cases to keep the overall accuracy of our calculations of the corresponding overlap integrals we need to use larger numbers of basis functions. In general, it is very hard to compute transition probabilities for highly excited (bound) states of the final atomic system. On the other hand, the numerical values of these probabilities decrease rapidly when the 'excitation number' n increases.
Therefore, by using a few known transition probabilities into the lowest bound states of the final system we can accurately evaluate the total 'ground state to bound states' probability and total 'ionization probability' for an arbitrary β − -decaying atom.
Our results obtained for the atomic transition amplitudes and corresponding transition probabilities for the nuclear β − decay in the Li atom can be found in Table III . In these calculations we assume that the original Li atom was in its ground (doublet) 1 2 S−state.
Due to the conservation of the L and S quantum numbers the final Be + ion will be in one of its bound (doublet) n 2 S−states. The final states probability amplitudes and corresponding probabilities have been computed with the use Eq.(2). The 'ground state to ground state' probability and the corresponding transition amplitude for the β − -decaying B atom are shown in Table VI . Note that for all elements discussed in this study our computed 'groundstate to ground-state' probabilities coincide well with the corresponding results from [1] .
However, if the final ion is in one of its excited states, then our current results have substantially better accuracy. This is directly related with the better overall accuracy of our current wave functions.
The knowledge of the final state probabilities allows one to predict the excitations of the final atomic fragment, i.e. in the final atom/ion. In general, any excited state in fewelectron atom decays with the emission of a few optical quanta. These transitions produce an unique spectrum of post-decay optical radiation. By using the computed final state probabilities we can estimate the spectrum and intensity of the post-decay optical radiation which is observed for some time τ (usually τ ≈ 1 · 10 −9 − 1 · 10 −2 sec) after the nuclear β − decay. In the case of β − decaying 6 He atom (from its ground state) the post-decay optical radiation corresponds to the chain of optical transitions from the final n 1 S-state of the Li + ion into its ground 1 1 S-state. For instance, for the 3 1 S-state in the Li + ion this chain of dipole transitions is:
Various collisions between Li + ions and He/Li atoms and possible electron capture by the Li + ion must also be taken into account. The arising (optical) spectrum of post-decay radiation is very complex, but it can be studied, in principle, with the use of theoretical and current experimental methods.
IV. FORMATION OF THE NEGATIVELY CHARGED IONS DURING THE β +

DECAY IN FEW-ELECTRON ATOMS
Formation of the negatively charged ions (or anions) during the nuclear β + decay in manyelectron atoms is a very interesting experimental problem. On the other hand, it is very interesting to evaluate the corresponding final state probabilities by using our computational methods described above. It is clear a priori that such probabilities can be found with the use of the sudden approximation (exactly as it was made above for the nuclear β − decay).
Formally, in the case of the nuclear β + decay in many-electron atoms one needs to determine the same overlap integral, Eq. (2), between the incident and final N-electron wave functions. This is exactly the same procedure as described above for the nuclear β − decay, but actual computations of the overlap integrals, Eq. (2), is a significantly more complicated problem in those cases when the negatively charged ions are involved. The first complication follows from the experimental fact that many atoms do not form stable negatively charged ions.
However Be nuclei will be an actual indication of the competing β + decay.
As follows from Table IV the total probability to form the bound Li − ion during such a decay is evaluated as ≈ 0.2065. This means that the Li − ions will form in ≈ 20.65 % of all nuclear β + decays of Be atoms, i.e. in one of five such decays we can observe the negatively charged Li − ion. Another interesting result can be found in Table V . As follows from that Table the probability to form the bound Li − ion is larger ≈ 35.5 % in those cases, when the incident Be atom was in its excited 2 1 S−state. It indicates clearly that the distribution of the final state probabilities in those cases when the negatively charged ions are formed is very different from the known distributions of β − -decaying neutral atoms.
Another interesting β + -decaying atomic system with small number of electrons is the 11 B − ion. This ion arises during the nuclear β + decay of the 11 C atom (τ β + ( 11 C) ≈ 20.4 min). Very likely, the formation of the 11 B − ion will be the first actual experiment which can confirm the direct formation of the negatively charged ions during the nuclear β + decay.
The formation of negatively charged ions during the nuclear β + decay has a great theoretical interest, since the probability to form such ions directly related to the change in distribution of the outer most electron(s). Furthermore, the density distribution of the outer most electron(s) for all negatively charged ions is very similar to each other. As is well known (see, e.g., [36] ) the radial wave function R(r) of an arbitrary N−electron atomic system with the nuclear charge Q at large r has the following asymptotic form
where t = √ 2I, b = Q * /t and Q * = Q − N + 1. Here the notation I stands for the first ionization potential. For negatively charged ions Q * = Q − N + 1 = 0 and R Q (r) = 1 r exp(−tr), i.e., it does not depend explicitly upon Q. This substantially simplifies all following evaluations and makes them universal for all negatively charged ions. In particular,
we can expect that the total probabilities of negative ions formation will accurately be represented by one relatively simple formula which contains only a few parameters. This means that, if we know such probabilities for some of the negatively charged ions, then we can accurately predict analogous values for other similar ions.
V. EMISSION OF THE FAST δ−ELECTRONS DURING THE NUCLEAR β − DE-CAY IN ATOMS
The sudden approximation used above allows one to determine the final state probabilities for the β ± decays in many-electron atoms. Briefly, the analysis of atomic excitations is reduced to the description of changes in electron-density distribution produced by a sudden change of the nuclear electric charge Q → Q ± 1. The electronic/positronic nature of the β ± decay is not critically important for our method. However, the sudden approximation is true only in the lowest order approximations upon the fine structure constant α. This means that, if we are interested in highly accurate results for the final state probabilities, then we need to consider and evaluate the corresponding correction(s). The leading contribution comes from the lowest-order correction on electron-electron scattering which is ≈ α 2 (αQ) 2 .
In heavy atoms with Q ≈ 100 such a correction is relatively large ≈ α 2 , but in light, fewelectron atoms it is significantly smaller ≈ α 4 . Nevertheless, this correction describes the new phenomenon, i.e. the emission of the fast secondary electrons, which are traditionally called the δ−electrons. Let us discuss this phenomenon in detail. As is well known from Quantum Electrodynamics (see, e.g., [34] , [35] ) the differential cross-section of the electron-electron scattering is written in the form
where a 0 is the Bohr radius, γ is the γ-factor of the β-electron emitted from the nucleus, while the parameter x is the energy lost by the β-electron (or gained by the atomic electron a), i.e.
where the superscript ′ designates the particle after the process. It is usually assumed that one of the two electrons (atomic electron in our case) was at rest before electron-electron collision/scattering, i.e. ǫ a = m e c 2 .
The formula Eq. (12) is the closed expression for the differential cross-section of electronelectron scattering which depends upon the parameter x, Eq. (13), and γ−factor of the β − electron. As follows from Eq.(12) the probability to observe/produce a fast δ-electron during the nuclear β − -decay is very small in comparison with 'regular' atomic processes, since it contains an additional factor α 4 ≈ 2.83 · 10 −8 . Note also that the formula, Eq. (12), is derived for a free electron which is located at the distance a 0 from atomic nucleus. The actual K−electrons in heavy atoms are significantly closer to the nucleus than electrons from outer electron shells. The effective radius of the K−electron shell is smaller than a 0 in ≈ Q 2 times. This means that the factor 2πα 4 a 2 0 in formula, Eq.(12), must be multiplied by an additional factor Q 2 . For light atoms considered in our study the overall probability to observe the emission of the fast δ−electrons during the nuclear β − decay is very small.
The situation changes for heavy atoms with Q ≈ 90 -100, but such atoms are not discussed here.
The emission of the fast δ−electrons can also be observed during the nuclear β + decay in many-electron atoms. In such a case, the formula for the cross-section of electron-positron scattering takes the form [34] , [35] 
where γ is the γ-factor of the positron emitted from the nucleus, while all other notations are the exactly same as in Eq. (12) . Note again that in light atomic systems the cross-section Eq. (14) is very small. In heavy atoms the situation changes and in one of ≈ 17,000 nuclear β + decays we can also observe the emission of the fast δ−electron.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have considered atomic excitations arising during the nuclear β − decay. For some light few-electron atoms such final state probabilities and the total ionization probabilities have been determined numerically to a very good numerical accuracy. Our interest to light atoms is directly related to the fact that currently the highly accurate wave functions of the ground and 6 -8 low-lying excited states can only be constructed for some few-electron atoms and ions. Consideration of the 6 -8 bound states in the final atomic system allows us to perform a complete analysis of atomic excitations during the nuclear β − decay. We also consider the formation of negatively charged ions during the nuclear β + decay. By using our highly accurate wave functions for the negatively charged ions we have determined the 'ground state to ground state' probabilities for some nuclear β + decays in which such negatively charged ions are formed (or can be formed).
It should be mentioned that for the first time atomic excitations during the nuclear β ± decay were observed in 1912 (all earlier references on this matter can be found, e.g., in [3] , [5] , [6] , [7] ). In general, atomic and molecular excitations arising during the nuclear β ± decay have many interesting aspects for theoretical study and experimental investigation.
Analysis of the direct atomic excitations in earlier studies was substantially restricted by the use of non-accurate atomic wave functions. In this study we have applied highly accurate wave functions for all few-electron atoms and ions. The overall accuracy of our predictions for many excited states has increased significantly. In future studies we want to extend our analysis to atomic systems with more electrons. A separate goal will be a consideration of different atomic (and molecular) excitations, analysis of the post-decay radiation, etc.
Note that the final state probabilities determined above for a number of β − -decaying light atoms can also be used as important numerical tests for other similar values needed in the analysis of various nuclear reactions in few-electron atoms/ions. For instance, for exothermic nuclear (n; t)−, (n; p)− and (n; α)−reactions in few-electron atoms/ions [37] one needs to determine the numerical value of the following integral 15) where N is the total number of bound electrons (here we assume that N does not change during the nuclear reaction), while V is the nuclear velocity in the final state, i.e. after the nuclear reaction. Note that in the limit V → 0 the value A k (V) from Eq. (15) converges to the A k value from Eq.(2). This explains why the final state probabilities determined by Eq. (2) are often considered as the 'nucleus-at-rest' limit of atomic probabilities obtained for more general nuclear reactions.
In conclusion, we want to note that this work opens a new avenue in the analysis of atomic excitations during the nuclear β ± −decay in atoms and molecules. Currently, many aspects of this problem are of significant experimental and theoretical interest. In particular, the study of atomic excitations arising in the nuclear β ± decay can improve our understanding of many atomic and QED processes. Furthermore, the complete and accurate analysis of atomic excitations during various nuclear reactions and processes is a complex problem which requires an extensive development of new numerical methods and algorithms. It should be mentioned that a sudden change of the electric charge of atomic nucleus and following changes in the electron density distribution during the nuclear β − decay must be a great interest for the density functional theory (DFT) of atoms and molecules. Note also that analysis of possible molecular excitations arising during the nuclear β − decay in molecules is a significantly more complicated problem, than analogous problem for atoms.
Nevertheless, some useful conclusions about different excitations in molecular systems can be made and corresponding probabilities can be evaluated numerically. In fact, in the last fiveseven years we have achieved a remarkable progress in understanding of atomic excitations during various nuclear processes, reactions and decays. Unfortunately, except a very few experimental papers published as a rule years ago (see, e.g., [38] , [39] and [40] ) the current theory of atomic excitations during various nuclear reactions has no experimental support. This is a very strange situation, since all required (atomic) experiments are very easy to perform. Currently, we can only hope that this our work will stimulate some experimental activity in the area. Best energy is −7.500582500 a.u. [30] . b Ref. [31] . 
